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Abstract. Due to the very limited computing resource, storing space
and electric power supply of tag, it is a great challenge for us to design
a practical RFID protocol which is security, efficient and can be used in
the low-cost tag. In 2007, He et al. proposed an authentication and key
agreement protocol which is used in the process of communication be-
tween the low-cost tag and reader. They also proved the security of the
protocol through the extended strand space model. This paper presents
a more efficient authentication and key agreement protocol for RFID
system than He et al.’s protocol. Compare with He et al.’s protocol, the
proposed protocol reduces the computational costs as well as protocol
communication rounds to agree a shared session key between the reader
and the tag.
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1 Introduction

Recently, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12] has
become a new spotlight technology for supporting ubiquitous computing envi-
ronments. In the current open network environment, RFID identifies an object
by using the radio frequency technology which is a kind of non-contact auto-
matic identification technique. It can automatically read the information from a
great deal of tags instantly. Therefore, RFID technology has been widely used
by manufacturing management, custody control, management of humans and
farm animals, arrangement of books at some libraries, etc.

The important key problem of the current RFID systems is the information
security. It means that the current RFID systems have several security prob-
lems and challenges. In the normal RFID systems, the communication channel
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between the reader and the backend database is considered to be secure. How-
ever, because the communication channel between the RFID tag and the reader
is not secure channel, it can be easily attacked by passive or active attackers.
Therefore, secure RFID systems must be able to resist any kind of attack, such
as wiretap, active attack, tracking etc., and also solve the three basic security
problems including secrecy, identification and untraceability [1,2,3,4,12].

In general, RFID tags have very limited computing ability, storing space and
electric power supply. Due to these characteristics and a lot of restrictions, it is
very difficult to design of the security mechanism of the RFID system. Currently,
the most common design method is to use secure one-way hash function, bit-wise
exclusive-or (XOR) operation, PRNG (pseudo-random number generator) etc.
Up to now, most RFID authentication protocols are based on these cryptographic
operations. Therefore, in the RFID system, it is an important challenge to design
an efficient and secure protocol which can be used in the low-cost tag [1,2,3,4,12].

In 2007, He et al. [12] proposed an authentication and key agreement (AKA)
protocol which is used in the process of communication between the low-cost tag
and reader. They also proved the security of the protocol through the extended
strand space model [13,14,15]. This paper presents a more efficient authentication
and key agreement (AKA) protocol which is used in the process of communica-
tion between the low-cost tag and reader for RFID system than He et al.’s AKA
protocol. Compare with He et al.’s AKAP protocol, the proposed AKA protocol
reduces the computational costs as well as protocol communication rounds to
agree a shared session key between the reader and the tag.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly review previous
He et al.’s AKA protocol. In Section 3, we presents our proposed efficient AKA
protocol for RFID system. In Sections 4 and 5, we analyze the security and the
efficiency of our proposed AKA protocol, respectively. Finally, our conclusions
are presented in Section 6.

2 Review of He et al.’s AKA Protocol

This section reviews He et al.’s AKA protocol [12]. The notations used through-
out the paper can be summarized as follows:

– A: the tag.
– B: the reader.
– IDA: the identity of the tag.
– IDB: the identity of the reader.
– kAB: the shared key between the reader and the tag.
– S: the shared secret counter between the reader and the tag which increases

after authentication.
– SK: the shared session key between the reader and the tag.
– H(x): the secure one-way hash value of x
– x ⊕ y: the bit-wise XOR operation of x and y.
– M : the plaintext message exchanged between the reader and the tag.
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Shared Information: H(·), ⊕
Information held by Tag A: IDA, k′

AB , S
Information held by Reader B: IDB, kAB , S

Reader
(IDB, kAB , S)

Tag
(IDA, k′

AB , S)

Request−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
IDA←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Search kAB in backend database
Create session key SK

IDB , H(IDB, kAB), SK ⊕H(kAB + 2)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Check H(IDB, kAB)

?
=H(IDB, k′

AB)
Extract SK = SK ⊕H(kAB + 2) ⊕H(k′

AB + 2)
IDA, H(IDA, k′

AB + 1, SK)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Check H(IDA, k′

AB + 1, SK)
?
=H(IDA, kAB + 1, SK)

Shared secret session key: SK
Change kAB with H(kAB + S) ⊕H(S)

Change IDA with H(IDA + kAB)⊕H(IDA + S)

Fig. 1. He et al.’s AKA protocol

He et al.’s AKA protocol is shown in figure 1 and performs as follows:

1. B → A: Request
B sends request message to A.

2. A → B: IDA

A sends its identity IDA to B.
3. B → A: IDB, H(IDB, kAB), SK ⊕ H(kAB + 2)

After receiving IDA from A, B searches the secret key kAB in the backend
database and creates session key SK. Then, B sends out {IDB, H(IDB,kAB),
SK ⊕ H(kAB + 2)} to A.

4. A → B: IDA, H(IDA, k′
AB + 1, SK)

After receiving {IDB, H(IDB, kAB), SK ⊕ H(kAB + 2)} from B, A com-
putes H(IDB, k′

AB) by its saved k′
AB. If H(IDB, kAB) = H(IDB, k′

AB),
the A successfully authenticates B and calculates H(kAB + 2) to get SK;
If H(IDB, kAB)) �= H(IDB, k′

AB), authentication fails. Then, A sends out
{IDA, H(IDA, k′

AB + 1, SK)} to B.
5. After receiving {IDA, H(IDA, k′

AB + 1, SK)} from A, B computes H(IDA,
kAB + 1, SK) to see whether they are equal or not. If they equal, the au-
thentication and the agreement on SK succeed.

6. After successful agreement on SK, both A and B change kAB with H(kAB +
S) ⊕ H(S). The following communication adopts encrypt mode, ciphertext
C = M ⊕ H(SK).

7. After the communication, both A and B change the tag A’s identity IDA

with H(IDA + kAB) ⊕ H(IDA + S) and destroy the SK.
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Shared Information: H(·)
Information held by Tag A: IDA, kAB , S
Information held by Reader B: IDB, k′

AB , S

Reader
(IDB, kAB , S)

Tag
(IDA, k′

AB , S)

Generate random number rB

IDB, Request, rB−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Compute SK = H(IDA, IDB , k′

AB, rB)
IDA, H(IDA, k′

AB , SK)←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Search kAB in backend database
Compute SK = H(IDA, IDB, kAB, rB)

Check H(IDA, k′
AB, SK)

?
=H(IDA, kAB, SK)

IDB , H(IDB, kAB , SK)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Check H(IDB, kAB , SK)

?
= H(IDB, k′

AB, SK)

Shared secret session key: SK = H(IDA, IDB, kAB , rB)
Change kAB with H(kAB, S)

Change IDA with H(IDA, kAB, S, SK)

Fig. 2. Proposed AKA protocol

3 Proposed AKA Protocol

This section proposes an efficient AKA protocol than Lie et al.’s AKA protocol.
The proposed AKA protocol is shown in figure 2 and performs as follows:
1. B → A: IDB, Request, rB

B generates a random number rB and sends out a request message {IDB,
Request, rB} to A.

2. A → B: IDA, H(IDA, k′
AB, SK)

After receiving request message {IDB, Request, rB} from B, A computes
session key SK = H(IDA, IDB, k′

AB, rB) and then sends out {IDA, H(IDA,
k′

AB, SK)} to B.
3. B → A: IDB, H(IDB, kAB, SK)

After receiving {IDA, H(IDA, k′
AB , SK)} from A, B searches the secret key

k′
AB in the backend database and computes session key SK = H(IDA, IDB,

kAB, rB). Then, B computes H(IDA, kAB , SK). If H(IDA, k′
AB, SK) =

H(IDA, kAB, SK), the B successfully authenticates A and agreements ses-
sion key SK; If H(IDA, k′

AB, SK) �= H(IDA, kAB, SK), authentication fails.
Finally, B sends out {IDB, H(IDB, kAB, SK)} to A

4. After receiving {IDB, H(IDB, kAB , SK)} from B, A computes H(IDB, k′
AB ,

SK). If H(IDB, kAB, SK) = H(IDB, k′
AB, SK), the A successfully authen-

ticates B and agreements session key SK; If H(IDB, kAB, SK) �= H(IDB,
k′

AB, SK), authentication fails.
5. After successful agreement on SK, both A and B change kAB with H(kAB,S).
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The following communication adopts encrypt mode, ciphertext C = M ⊕
H(SK).

6. After the communication, both A and B change the tag A’s identity IDA

with H(IDA, kAB, S, SK) and destroy the SK.

4 Security Analysis

This section provides the proof of correctness of the proposed AKA protocol.

1. Mutual authentication and key agreement : In steps 3 and 4, by using the
secure one-way hash function H(·) [16], the reader and the tag always verify
whether the received massage authentication values (H(IDA, k′

AB, SK) and
H(IDB, kAB, SK)) are legal corresponding party’s sending message. There-
fore, the proposed AKA protocol provides the two-way mutual authentica-
tion and guarantees the secrecy of the reader and the tag.

2. Untraceability: In step 6, after finish the message communication, both the
reader and the tag always change the tag A’s identity IDA with H(IDA, kAB,
S, SK) and then destroy the shared session key SK. Therefore, the proposed
AKA protocol ensures the untraceability of the tag.

3. Computing complexity: Compared with the Hash-Lock protocol and Hash
chain protocol [1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11], the proposed AKA protocol simply
uses secure one-way hash function without PRNG(Pseudo-Random Number
Generator) on the tag. Only involving one hash function module, it efficiently
controls the cost of the tag. The computing complexity in the proposed AKA
protocol is at the same level of Hash-Lock protocol. Therefore, the proposed
AKA protocol is also suitable for the low-cost RFID system.

4. Replay attacks : In steps 5 and 6, both the reader and the tag always change
the key kAB and tag’s identity ID, the proposed AKA protocol can avoid
the replay attacks.

5 Efficiency Analysis

This section discusses the efficiency features of the proposed AKA protocol. The
computational costs of the proposed AKA protocol in the reader and the tag are
summarized in Table 1.

In He et al.’s AKA protocol, the computational overhead of the reader is 7 hash
operations, 3 Bit-wise XOR(⊕) operations, and 1 random number generations.
The computational overhead of the tag is 7 hash operations and 3 Bit-wise
XOR(⊕) operations. He et al.’s AKA protocol needs 4 communication rounds
for mutual authentication and session key agreement.

In our proposed AKA protocol, the computational overhead of the reader is 5
hash operations and 1 random number generations. The computational overhead
of the tag is 5 hash operations. Our proposed AKA protocol needs 3 communi-
cation rounds for mutual authentication and session key agreement.
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Obviously, the proposed AKA protocol is more efficient than He et al.’s AKA
protocol.

Table 1. Computational costs of the proposed AKA protocol

Reader Tag Communication
Rounds

He et al.’s
AKA protocol

7 Hash + 3 Xor
+ 1 Ran

7 Hash + 3 Xor
+ 0 Ran

4

Proposed
AKA protocol

5 Hash + 0 Xor
+ 1 Ran

5 Hash + 0 Xor
+ 0 Ran

3

Hash: Hash operation; Xor : Bit-wise XOR(⊕) operation;
Ran: Random number generation.

6 Conclusions

This paper presented a more efficient authentication and key agreement (AKA)
protocol which is used in the process of communication between the low-cost
tag and reader for RFID system than He et al.’s AKA protocol. In the proposed
AKA protocol, the numbers of communication rounds are reduced that can be
executed in seven messages and three rounds, respectively. As a result, compare
with He et al.’s AKA protocol, the proposed AKA protocol has same security
and is more computationally efficient and communication round efficient to agree
a shared session key between the reader and the tag.
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